Fall 2021: The following is a record of edits made to the first draft
of the Red Wing Racial Equity Plan from March 2020. This plan is
still developing. The person or group who suggested the edits are
included. Sometimes not all groups will be recorded since multiple people or
groups made the suggestions.

WHO SUGGESTED
THE IDEAS AND/OR
EDITS

Black = Original text that remained from 1st to 2nd draft
Blue = New text added to 2nd draft
Red = Original text deleted in 2nd draft
Purple = Original text that moved elsewhere in 2nd draft

DRAFT #1 TEXT
Red Wing’s Racial Equity Plan
Red Wing’s Strategic Racial Equity Action Plan
Red Wing’s Vision
Red Wing thrives as a vibrant, creative river town
that values its natural environment, welcomes all people,
and unlocks opportunity for everyone.

Resident

This is original text from the Red
Wing 2040 Community Plan and
the City of Red Wing’s 10-Year
Strategic Plan.

Red Wing’s Mission
We strive to create a sustainable, healthy,
accessible, resilient, and equitable community where
every person feels at home.
How We’ll Act
We will create and maintain strong partnerships, be responsive to residents,
and foster an active, healthy community where everyone feels welcomed,
connected, represented, and encouraged to shape Red Wing's future.

What Does Racial Justice Look Like?
--When race cannot be used to predict success.
--When we have fairness and justice for all people.
--When we have successful systems and structure that work for
everyone.
--When every resident has the opportunity to realize their full potential
without the limits of unfair policies and practices.

This section was moved up
slightly based on space and
importance to the plan. It came
from the 2040 Community Plan.

Red Wing’s Five Key Principles
We are Sustainable: We meet our present needs without sacrificing
the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. Red Wing
strives to manage our natural, financial, and human resources today
while we plan for a successful tomorrow.
Health: Our health consists of physical, mental, fiscal, and social
health. We know true health arises from access to safe, affordable,
and quality jobs, housing, education, healthcare, nutrition,
transportation, government, arts and culture, public safety, and much
more.

There were added by City Staff.
These principles are the
foundation of the 2040
Community Plan and the City’s
Strategic Plan.

We are Accessible: We work so all residents have equal access to
information, services, transportation, facilities, and involvement. We
want to be a place where all residents feel they belong and have
open, easy, meaningful ways to connect with neighbors,
organizations, and local government.
We are Resilient: We adapt and grow despite everyday stresses and
periodic shocks. We use evidence-based approaches and
collaborative partnerships to find solutions so we can emerge
stronger after tough times and live better in good times.
We are Equitable: We strive to be fair and just, without barriers. We
listen to residents early and throughout decision-making processes.
We consider all impacts of plans, policies, and procedures, and we
work to decrease any negative or unintended consequences.

Our Commitment to Racial Justice
We seek to build a culture of inclusion and equity in Red Wing
because all residents are vital to the spirit and success of our
community. We desire to become a place where people of all races,
ages, abilities, incomes, and backgrounds thrive and feel heard and
connected.
We will work so our city will be a place where our elected and
appointed officials, city staff, schools, businesses, nonprofits, boards,
and other decision-making entities all reflect the community. It will
be a place where people feel welcome and proud to call home.
Red Wing’s past includes both inclusion and racism. There have been
times when populations have worked together and supported each
other. There have also been examples of systemic racism, when

The Human Rights Commission
(HRC) and residents who spoke at
the first-draft meeting wanted
this language deleted so it could
be rewritten by community. The
original language came from the
2017 Racial Equity Plan written
by government staff.

governments and entities have misled and demoralized people.
That legacy exists today, and groups of residents are still often
hidden, misunderstood, diminished, or not listened to in
decision-making. That needs to change.
We now commit to acknowledging that pain and improving city
policies and practices to consider the intended and unintended
impacts that affect residents’ quality of life. Together we will
prioritize this Racial Equity Plan to create meaningful, sustainable
change now, not later. We also commit to taking the time to
build trust with communities where trust has been broken.
Building an equitable community requires everyone’s help. We
will stumble and make mistakes, but moving forward is the only
way. Creating an inclusive Red Wing will make our town more
vibrant in knowledge and ideas, stronger in economic stability,
richer in relationships and connections. This is us. This is Red
Wing’s commitment.
Acknowledgement of Systemic Racism
The City of Red Wing acknowledges that systemic racism and the
bias of white privilege exists throughout society. We commit to
identifying and eliminating that systemic racism throughout city
government by working together as a community to improve
policies and practices in every department over time so local
government works well for everyone.
Acknowledgement to the Bdewakantunwan Dakota
Red Wing sits on the traditional and sacred land of the Dakota
people. We honor with gratitude the land we live on and the
people who have stewarded that land throughout the
generations, including the Prairie Island Indian Community,
descendants of the Bdewakaŋtuŋwaŋ Band of the Eastern
Dakota, and other Indigenous nations.

Per HRC, this was eliminated so
this section could be written by
community.

This language was moved and
woven into the updated language
in the Acknowledgement section
below.

Working Toward Racial Justice
City staff removed this diagram.
More research showed this
diagram is viewed by many as
outdated and not showing the
complexities of full equity.
Updated versions of the same
diagram are also not deemed
adequate by many writers and
researchers.

Using a Common Language

Acknowledgement of Systemic Racism
The City of Red Wing sits on the traditional and sacred land of the
Dakota people. We honor with gratitude the land we live on and the
people who have stewarded that land throughout the generations,
including the Prairie Island Indian Community, descendants of the
Bdewakaŋtuŋwaŋ Band of the Eastern Dakota, and other Indigenous
nations. We acknowledge that genocidal policies have aimed to strip
tribal nations not only of land, but of culture, language, and family
systems, and that history carries generational trauma.
The City of Red Wing also recognizes that Africans were forcibly
brought to this country, enslaved, and after the Emancipation of
Slavery, citizens of this country perpetuated anti-Black racism through
violence, mass incarceration, and anti-Black policies, including
redlining.
The City of Red Wing acknowledges, as well, that Hispanic families
have become vital to this community, providing social, economic,
and cultural richness; yet bias still persists in every facet of our
systems.
Racism has various forms including historical, individual, and
systemic. Those continue to the present day and have been
institutionalized to ensure that material, power, and resources are
concentrated into the hands of white bodied individuals.
White supremacy is a political, economic, and cultural system in
which whites overwhelmingly control power and material resources,
conscious and unconscious ideas of white superiority, and
entitlement across a broad array of institutions and social settings.
Racism in all its forms causes persistent discrimination and disparate
outcomes in many areas of life including housing, education, health,
employment, public safety, and criminal justice.

This section needs more
Defining terms in this Plan needs
discussion on if we need
more discussion. Is this needed? If
definitions as part of the actual
so, is it necessary here? Options
Plan. If they are needed, could
are to provide definitions online
they go into another location such
or in an addendum to the Plan.
as on our website, an addendum
to the Plan, or elsewhere?
Advisory Team member also
asked about providing an example
for each definition.
Staff
This new language comes from
the City’s Proclamation to Declare
Racism a Public Health
Emergency,
declared unanimously
Advisory Team
by the City Council on August 9,
2021.
Proclamation was drafted by the
HRC with assistance from resident
Chaz Neal, who brought it to the
City’s attention initially.

This third paragraph was added
after the Proclamation by
Hispanic Outreach to include an
acknowledgement of our
Hispanic/Latinx neighbors.

A multitude of studies connect racism to inequitable health
outcomes for Black, Indigenous, and People of Color (BIPOC),
including cancer, coronary heart disease, diabetes, hypertension, and
high infant and maternal mortality rates, demonstrating that racism
is the root cause of vast inequities in our social determinants of
health.
Leading medical and public health organizations including the
American Medical Association, the American Academy of Pediatrics,
and the American Public Health Association recognize that systemic
racism is a social determinant of health that has profound, negative
impacts on the health status of children, youth, adults, and families.
Failure to address racism as an urgent public health issue will
exacerbate and perpetuate existing health inequities affecting BIPOC
communities.
Red Wing’s Commitment
The City of Red Wing is committed to ending racism and building an
active, anti-racist culture in the City of Red Wing. Being anti-racist
means moving and speaking in ways that repair (not simply abandon)
more than 500 years of racist policies and practices. Anti-racism
means actively participating in dismantling racist systems and
institutional practices, as well as addressing personal and
interpersonal acts of racism.
On August 9, 2021, the City Council unanimously declared racism a
public health emergency. It was the first step of many toward
building an anti-racist culture in Red Wing. The City will now work to
implement strategies outlined in this Strategic Racial Equity Action
Plan and the annual Addendums, which list specific steps each year.
The work depends on partnerships and collaboration. The City of Red
Wing will work with Goodhue County, the Red Wing School District,
Prairie Island Indian Community and Tribal Council, the State of
Minnesota, and many other entities to identify and implement
initiatives that will most impact health disparities caused by racism.
The City of Red Wing will also work with our Human Rights
Commission, Advisory Team on Policies and Practices, and internal
staff committees to identify improvements that can be made to
reduce the impacts of racism within our City government.
In addition, the City of Red Wing will work with our public safety
departments to increase access to equitable mental health services,

This section’s language also came
directly from the City’s
Proclamation Declaring Racism a
Public Health Emergency.

The first two sentences of this
second paragraph were added by
staff to weave in the date of the
declared public health
emergency.

and we will work with our Youth Commission to support more
opportunities for marginalized youth.
Racism's Constant Effect on Health
“Racism has well-documented ill effects on the health of
minority community members. For members of the majority
culture, it is easy to surmise these unfavorable numbers result
from lack of self-care. But when you begin to realize that every
waking moment every minority person is confronted with some
form of disdain, mistrust, suspicion, invisibility, fear, anger, or
hatred, it is easy to recognize how this everyday onslaught of
social/psychological pressure puts biological stress on the body
over the course of one's lifetime. It is our minority's collective
physical and emotional experiences of the past 400 years that
make racism a public health emergency. It will take time,
probably generations, of conscientious community-wide efforts
to heal it."
-- RedHeart RedHeart, 2021 Chair of the Red Wing Human Rights
Commission in a personal Letter to the Editor
Why We Need To Do Better
In 2021, Minnesota is still one of the worst ranked states in the
nation for racial disparities. That means Minnesota is one of the
best states in the country in terms of jobs, education, housing,
and quality of life if you are White. If you are Black, Bi-racial,
Indigenous, Latinx, Asian, or any person of color (BIPOC) in
Minnesota, it Minnesota is one of the hardest places to secure a
living wage, purchase a home, or get a good education. The gaps
in these metrics and life experiences are unacceptable still
extremely and embarrassingly high.

This was written by HRC Chair Red
Heart RedHeart in a letter to the
editor in the Republican Eagle in
late summer 2021.

This additional new language
again comes from the City’s
Proclamation to Declare Racism a
Public Health Emergency,
declared unanimously by the City
Council on August 9, 2021.
Proclamation was drafted by the
HRC with assistance from resident
Chaz Neal, who brought it to the
City’s attention initially.
Staff edited for clarity and
inclusivity

Advisory Team

What the Data Shows
Red Wing’s Population by Race and Ethnicity

Staff updated this data.

Staff updated this data.

Staff updated this data.

Staff updated this data.

Timeline of Steps Toward Equity So Far

Infographic added by staff to
show timeline. This draft shows
the addition of the Public Health
Emergency and the Strategic
Racial Equity Action Plan passing.

The Plan: Where Did It Come From?
This will be a list of all the groups and people who gave input into
this Plan. Staff is compiling the full list yet - more people, groups,
and the community are still weighing in.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Groups and people will be added
further toward the end of the
draft process. The list on the clean
draft is not complete. A survey
will go out in October for the full
community to make comments.
---------------------------------------

Black = Original text that remained from 1st to 2nd draft
Blue = New text added to 2nd draft
Red = Original text deleted in 2nd draft
Green = Original text that moved elsewhere in 2nd draft

Long-Term Goals
This is what we are working toward. We are not there yet.

This is to acknowledge the City
has work to do and the goals are
visions for the future – not where
we are right now.
---------------------------------------

-Goal #1: Racial inequities in all areas of government are
eliminated, including those in the areas of All areas of local
government are free from racial inequities. This includes the areas
of housing, public safety, environmental justice, service accessibility
hiring practices, economic success, youth opportunities, zoning,
parks, the library, and all public buildings, spaces, and services. so
government works better for everyone.

Goal #1: Advisory Team members
have discussed hiring practices
and youth opportunities as high
priorities – these were added to
this goal. Zoning was added from
various discussions, including
from HRC members, staff, and
residents.

--Goal #2: The City of Red Wing is a workplace that prioritizes
racial equity and values a diverse workforce, and emphasizes
recruitment, retention, and training.
--Goal #3: All residents are able to live safety and securely in a
healthy, equitable environment. have access to healthy life
outcomes without racial inequities. This means placing a high
priority on includes on BIPOC individuals, especially youth. When
some of us do better, we all do better.
Strategies & Actions
Residents of color will be central in helping shape and implement
the plan.
See the Addendum at the end of this document for the current year’s
activities.

Strategy #1: Acknowledge Harm and Build a System of
Accountability.
--Create a system for bringing human rights complaints to the City.
ACTION 1.A. Create a system that allows residents to share human rights
concerns and complaints regarding City or community interactions.
Evaluate annually to make improvements.

--Create an acknowledgement statement of Tribal land.

--Support initiatives that collect & share the true and diverse history of
Red Wing.
ACTION 1.B. Support and implement projects that educate residents
about the people, places, and stories of Red Wing’s many cultures.

--Support projects that engage conversations that lead to better
acknowledgement and understanding and take steps toward
reconciliation around Red Wing’s racial past and present.
ACTION 1.C. Support projects that involve community conversations
(including uncomfortable ones) that lead to respectful dialogue and
better understanding of each other.

City leadership added this
additional
focus.the same.
This goal stayed
------------------------------------Staff edited to be clearer and
more concise.
Staff edited to be clearer and
more proactive.

------------------------------------Added an Addendum: Community
asked for actions, not words. So
an Addendum has been added
with a list of each upcoming
Addition
ofasked
Addendum:
Some
HRC
year’s activities.
Residents
for fewer
words
members
residents
asked for
and more and
action
so an Addendum
fewer
words
moreeach
action
so
was added
toand
include
year’s
an
Addendum
was
added
to
actions.
include each year’s actions.
----------------------------------------1.A. HRC said this action was
extremely important. Edited and
1.A.
HRC
said this action was
added
evaluation.
extremely important. Edited for
clarity and added evaluation.
Moved
this to the 2022
-----------------------------------------Addendum
of actions.
HRC, TH Interviews,
2040 Plan.

The
has wanted
already more
been
1.B. statement
HRC said they
created
Prairie Island
Indian
focus onby
education,
so this
one
Community.
Expanded
to
call for
was edited to focus on education.
more postings, per HRC, and
1.C. Advisory
Team
members
moved
it to 2022
Addendum
discussed importance of
----------------------------------------understanding through
1.B.
HRC, Advisory
conversations
- andTeam,
that 2040
Plan,
and some
sometimes
this isresidents.
uncomfortable
HRC
focused
highly
education,
but necessary. First on
draft
was
so
this
one
was
edited
to
highlight
vague; second draft focuses
more
aonlarger
variety
of
options.
understanding as the outcome.
----------------------------------------Advisory Team discussed
1.C.
Advisory
discussed
importance
ofTeam
removing
barriers
importance
of
understanding
to participation.
through often uncomfortable
conversations . Edited version
focuses more on understanding as
the outcome.

Strategy #2: Build a More Inclusive Decision-Making Process.
ACTION 2.A. --Diversify membership on City boards and commissions,
and remove barriers to member participation.
ACTION 2.B. Use the City’s Put into place an equitable decision-making
tools regularly in the work of the Council, staff, boards, and commissions
in system that gets used in the consideration and planning and
implementing of City budgets, policies, practices, and projects. This
starts at the earliest stages of deliberation, including those at the board
and commission level. (See pages 13-14).

Strategy #3: Expand the Use of Data.
ACTION 3.A. Collect, report, and use data more often in each
department to see where inequitable gaps may exist in resources and
outcomes. Whenever appropriate and possible, include data that is
disaggregated by race and/or other factors. when possible to see where
gaps exist in resources and outcomes.

2.A. Advisory Team, 2040 Plan,
Advisory Team discussed
importance of removing barriers
to participation.
--------------------------------------2.B. 2040 Plan. Edited for clarity
and brevity.

---------------------------------------3.A. Advisory Team, TH
Interviews, 2040 Plan. Advisory
Team asked for data to be used
more heavily and be
disaggregated by race when
possible. This allows people to see
progress, gaps, and helps identify
barriers.
---------------------------------------

ACTION 3.B. Make data accessible to the community and utilize that
data to make positive changes. This includes updating and maintaining
the 2040 Red Wing Report Card.

ACTION 3.C. Set aside a dedicated amount in each annual City budget for
supporting the collection and sharing of data.

3.B. 2040 Plan. Fire Dept.
leadership suggested change to
Report Card title to be more clear
that the Report Card is annual &
ongoing.
--------------------------------------3.C. Advisory Team and some
residents requested that
allocated funds go into data
collection.
----------------------------------------

Strategy #4: Engage More People Who Are Not Often Heard
ACTION 4.A. Continue to support a diverse community-based group,
board, or commission that focuses on equity to advise City Council on
policies and practices.
ACTION 4.B. Begin building more trust between government and the
community by Getting staff, elected and appointed officials together
more often with residents. informally to listen, learn (and sometimes
have fun). This includes gatherings in parks, neighborhoods, etc. Events
will vary based on each situation and be flexible to residents’ location
and needs when possible (childcare, transportation, etc.)

4.A. HRC and some residents
(included somewhat in
Proclamation)

-------------------------------------4.B. Advisory Team added
information about childcare and
transportation. Staff edited to be
more concise.

ACTION 4.C. Increase the use of different languages, especially Spanish,
in engagement and communication projects.

4.C. 2040 Plan. Some residents
requested this be expanded to
include other languages.
---------------------------------------

ACTION 4.D. Work more closely with trusted sources throughout the
community to gather ideas and input from a wide variety of people not
usually engaged with government. to get ideas and feedback, then draft
a city engagement plan.

4.D. 2040 and Staff created and
edited for clarity. Took off last
section since Addendum can act
as a plan for coming year.
---------------------------------------

Strategy #5: Create a workplace culture within the City of Red Wing
that prioritizes equity.
ACTION 5.A. Increase the hiring and retention of BIPOC full-time
employees, interns, mentees, and seasonal workers. This may include
hiring a staff member in the future focused solely on equity and inclusion
work in government.

ACTION 5.B. Increase racial equity trainings and assessments related to
racial equity for employees and appointed and elected officials, with an
emphasis on racial and cultural equity and responsiveness. Commit to an
annual budget for this ongoing education. This includes board and
commission members.

ACTION 5.C. Create and prioritize an internal staff team from all
departments and employee levels to build knowledge and skills
necessary to work toward racial equity, including racial equity,
throughout the organization.

5.A. Some residents and HRC
members requested the hiring of
a staff member devoted solely to
equity work.
------------------------------------5.B. HRC asked for more internal
training. Also, school district
focusing on cultural
responsiveness, so this has been
added. Last part deleted because
repetitive – boards and
commissions are appointed.
----------------------------------5.C. Staff. Added so that internal
team also discusses equity of all
sorts, including economic,
physical, etc.
-------------------------------------

Strategy #6: Increase equity in policies, public services, public spaces,
services and programming related to City-owned property and
institutions.

ACTION 6.A. Help make community-wide events more welcoming to and
reflective of diverse residents.

6: Staff edited to clarify the focus
on services and programming on
what the City can control.
------------------------------------6.A. Advisory Team.
----------------------------------------

ACTION 6.B. Increase public art & culture projects in parks and other
public spaces that engage the whole community and focus on diverse
communities representation.

6.B. 2040, Prairie Island Indian
Community, Hispanic Outreach,
some residents. Staff edited.

ACTION 6.C. Review regularly the language on leases, contracts, and
requests for proposals so services provided on City-owned land are in
keeping with the City’s vision and mission and follow federal and state
guidelines for inclusive contracting. Implement changes where needed.

6.C. Staff added based on
resident experience and
information coming from state.

ACTION 6.D. Take steps to abide by and build on the Memorandums of
Understanding between the City of Red Wing and Prairie Island Indian
Community. Complete agreement with Prairie Island Indian Community
on infrastructure projects and sacred land.

--------------------------------------6.D. Prairie Island Indian
Community and City Staff. Staff
edited to make more open & less
limiting.

ACTION 6.E. Provide and support more inclusive planning, promotion,
and programming, especially for BIPOC youth. The City can focus its
Efforts will include all City areas, including the Library, Sheldon Theatre,
the Park Naturalist program, and department-led and board- and
commission-led initiatives and events. Record demographics of
participants when possible to understand who is reached and who is not,
and evaluate.
Assess the equity, accessibility, and effectiveness of policies and services
in every city department to identify areas for improvement. Collect and
use racially disaggregated data when possible. Goal is to uncover
unintentional barriers and improve access to services and information.

Strategy #7: Increase quality of life outcomes for BIPOC residents by
increasing equity in economic opportunities development and housing.
ACTION 7.A. Seek out ways to partner collaborate with our local Housing
and Redevelopment Authority and other housing local partners to
ensure more transitional and affordable housing for all residents. Work
with community partners to increase awareness of implicit bias in the
landlord and realtor industries.
ACTION 7.B. Work with community partners to increase necessary
education and awareness in the housing arena. This includes information
on landlord and tenant rights and responsibilities, education on implicit
bias in the landlord and realtor industries, and more.

ACTION 7.C. Work with economic development partners to help educate
the business community and broader community about implicit bias in
the retail/business/services industries.
ACTION 7.D. Seek out and Create more opportunities grant and loan
opportunities for new and current BIPOC-owned businesses (both onsite and at-home businesses) Results will help to strengthen both
individual and community-wide economic stability.

-----------------------------------------6.E. Advisory Team added focus
on youth. Advisory Team, staff,
and some residents asked for
more data collection to learn
more about who participates in
events and who does not.
-----------------------------------------This action was moved to the data
section under Strategy 3.A.
-------------------------------------7: Staff edited to be less limiting
and clearer.

---------------------------------7.A. Community. Staff edited to
include partners (not just HRA).
Moved the last part to a its own
action step in 7.B.
-----------------------------------7.B. Added this as a separate
action (used to be in 7A). Multiple
groups and plans identify this as
a need.
--------------------------------------7.C. HRC and Advisory Team.

-----------------------------------------7.D. Advisory Team. Staff edited
to clarify and to not limit the
types of opportunities.

ACTION 7.E. Act as a convener, when appropriate, to bring community
partners together around difficult issues at the local level.

ACTION 7.F. Participate in community conversations when City
leadership is desired around complex topics such as quality of life issues
for all who live in Red Wing, especially BIPOC youth and families.

Staff.
---------------------------------Staff.

